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The transport of chemical species in porous media is ubiquitous in subsurface processes, including contaminant transport, soil drying and soil remediation. We study vapor transport in a multiscale porosity material, a smectite clay, in which water molecules travel in mesopores and macropores between the clay grains but can also intercalate inside the nanoporous grains, making them swell. The intercalation dynamics is known to be controlled by the type of cation that is present in the nanopores; in this case exchanging the cations from Na⁺ to Li⁺ accelerates the dynamics. By inferring spatial profiles of mesoporous humidity from a space-resolved measurement of grain swelling, and analyzing them with a fractional diffusion equation, we show that exchanging the cations changes mesoporous transport from Fickian to markedly subdiffusive. This results both from modifying the exchange dynamics between the mesoporous and nanoporous phases, and from the feedback of transport on the medium’s permeability due to grain swelling. An important practical implication is a large difference in the time needed for vapor to permeate a given length of the clay depending on the type of intercalated cation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of chemical species and small molecules in porous media, either as gas or in liquid phase as solutes, plays an important role in a number of environmental processes including contaminant transport, soil drying, and in many industrial subsurface applications, such as soil and aquifer remediation, nuclear waste disposal, or steam EOR (enhanced oil recovery). In this context the conventional description of transport is an extension of the advection-diffusion equation based on Fick’s laws, where the molecular coefficient (or diffusivity) is replaced by a much larger dispersion coefficient that accounts for the combined effect of molecular diffusion and heterogeneous advection below the continuum scale [1]. This theoretical framework, in which the spatial variance of transported plumes varies linearly in time, has been known for decades to only be valid for sufficiently homogeneous systems. If the heterogeneity of the advecting velocity field is sufficiently large, either as a consequence of the porous medium’s large heterogeneity [2], or due to the presence of another non-miscible phase in the pore space [3–5], anomalous transport is observed, characterized by a spatial variance of the transported plume that scales as a nonlinear power law of time. Another configuration in which anomalous transport can occur is when the transported species are partitioned between phases of different mobilities and can be exchanged between them. Such is the case in fractured media with a rock matrix in which solute species can diffuse [6, 7] or in porous media with adsorption and/or desorption sites [8]. Other environmental processes can be described by similar mobile-immobile (MIM) or multi-rate mass transfer (MRMT) models, for example the transport of sediment particles and sediment-borne substances in turbulent shear flows [9]. Whether normal or anomalous transport is observed macroscopically depends on the nature of the interaction between the different phases [10], and in particular on the statistical distribution of residence times in the different phases [10, 11]. The main theoretical framework to characterize anomalous transport are continuous time random walks [12] and fractional advection-diffusion equations [9]. Note that anomalous transport is often associated to incomplete mixing at the pore scale, which can strongly impact reaction rates during reactive transport (see e.g. [13, 14]). In this paper, we characterize experimentally vapor transport in a porous material in which the mobile phase is transported through macro and mesopores of the material (in the range 100 nm to a few µm) while a nearly immobile phase resides in the nanopores (≈ 1 nm).

The porous materials studied here are powders of a smectite clay, fluorohectorite. Smectite clays are among the most abundant minerals on the Earth’s surface, found in rocks, sediments and soils. They are also inexpensive...
and environmentally friendly materials. Their basic crystallographic unit is a quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) crystallite denoted lamella. Non-perfect stoichiometry of the lamellae results in a structural negative surface charge. This surface charge is compensated by positive cations that are shared between lamellae, which results in the formation of stacks of lamellae with a nano-sized quasi-2D interlayer space between them. In a dry or weakly-hydrated smectite, the mineral grains (i.e., particles) consist of such nanostacks. In that weakly-hydrated state the structure of a smectite clay mineral must thus be considered multi-scale, the material consisting of aggregates of particles, which themselves consist of stacked lamellae [15, 16]. Fluorohectorite (Flh), in particular, is a synthetic smectite which has often been used as a representative clean model system of natural smectites.

Smectite clays are also called swelling clays. Their ability to swell, which is mostly caused by their interaction with H2O, has attracted much scientific and technological interest [17] in the last 40 years. Clay swelling is seen macroscopically as the increase in the material’s apparent volume by its intake of liquid or gas, but it results from a microscopic process, namely the intercalation of foreign molecules, such as H2O [18–21] or CO2 [22–24], in the interlayer spaces within the smectite particles (i.e., nanostacks). The negative charges of the layers together with the presence of interlayer cations control the swelling dynamics [18, 24, 25]. The intercalation is quantified by the basal-spacing or d-spacing, which is the repetition distance of layers in a particle (i.e., nanostack) and is primarily controlled by the number of intercalated molecules. For H2O molecules, particular molecular complexes and packings are energetically favored [26], which results in particular discrete values of d-spacing, depending on the environmental conditions, i.e. primarily on relative humidity and temperature [27–30]. Theses discrete d-spacing values correspond to different hydration states of the clay particles, and are denoted xWL (x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ···), where WL stands for “Water Layers”. The values of d-spacings, as well as dynamics of the transitions between hydration states, are strongly impacted by the nature of the cations that allow nanostack-particles to hold together. For fluorohectorite in particular, a number of hydration studies have been performed with different types of intercalated cations [19, 28, 31–33]. Among them, recent studies have shown that the dynamics of H2O intercalation in LiFlh (where the intercalated cation is Li+) is markedly different from that in NaFlh [24].

In the present work, we do not study the intercalation/swelling process in itself, but how it impacts the diffusion of water vapor through the mesoporous space of a clay powder that is prevented from swelling macroscopically. From the point of view of diffusive water transport, the multiscale structure of the clay can be considered a dual-porosity system, because diffusive transport through mesopores (between clay particles within aggregates) and macropores (between clay aggregates) is much faster than the transport through nanopores. There is to our knowledge no data available for the diffusion coefficient of any molecule or ion in the interlamellar (nanoporous) space of fluorohectorite. However, a compilation of the values found in the literature for montmorillonite (see appendix A), the natural hectorite that is the most similar to fluorohectorite, shows that the molecular diffusion coefficient of H2O in the interlamellar space of Li-montmorillonite and Na-montmorillonite is more than 4 orders of magnitude smaller than that of vapor in air at room temperature. Even if confinement decreases the mesoporous molecular coefficient diffusion of water in vapor phase by one or two orders of magnitudes, it remains much larger than that of water molecules in the interlamellar space. Hence, when water vapor is transported through uncompacted powder material, water molecules can be considered to diffuse through the meso- and macro pores while possibly intercalating into nanoporous clay grains, where their diffusive transport can be neglected. This coupling between a traveling water phase and the water phase trapped in the nanopores through an exchange mechanism is reminiscent of mobile-immobile (MIM) models mentioned above and frequently used to describe subsurface transport processes, except that here the trapping occurs at a much smaller, nanometric, scale. Hence, depending on the dynamics of the trapping process, we may expect to observe anomalous (i.e., non Fickian) transport.

The diffusive transport of water molecules in vapor phase is of particular interest since the low permeability of clays does not allow for the intake of a significant liquid phase. Vapor transport has obvious soil relevance, as well as subsurface applications in enhanced oil recovery (EOR), such as steam EOR [34]. Vapor transport through smectite clays such as bentonite may also have effects in situations where clays are used as barrier materials for contaminant confinement such as heavy metals or nuclear waste [35]. Quantitative characterization of gas transport in porous media is not easily achieved. Cousin et al. [36] have estimated the diffusion coefficient of air in a silty-clay soil with a setup based on the counting by a scintillation counter of radioactive molecules mixed with the air. Imposing a permanent gradient of humidity between the two ends of a dry sample of Na-fluorohectorite (NaFlh) smectite clays, Levoll et al. [37] monitored the advancement in time of the intercalation front using X-ray diffraction. The front advancement was shown to scale as $t^{1/2}$ [38], as expected for a standard diffusive process. Hemmen et al. [39, 40] performed a similar experiment coupled to an equilibration experiment in which the d-spacing was mapped to the relative humidity value in the vicinity of clay grains. This study, performed with the same kind of NaFlh samples as in the present study, provided longitudinal profiles of locally-averaged relative humidity in the clay mesopores at regular time intervals. The time evolution of those profiles can be modeled through a one-dimensional normal diffusion process, thus demonstrating that H2O vapor transport through a
NaFh powder, i.e. with Na\(^{+}\) as an interlayer cation, can be described by normal Fickian diffusion [39, 40], in good consistency with the \(\sqrt{t}\) scaling mentioned above.

In this study we have performed the same type of experiments as Hemmen et al. [39, 40], now on two types of synthetic smectites: Na-Fluorohectorite (already studied by Hemmen et al.), and Li-Fluorohectorite (LiFh). Our purpose is to investigate mesoscopic transport of water molecules in initially-dry fluorohectorite clays, and how it is impacted by the properties of the trapping of an immobile phase inside the nanopores. The trapping mechanism, namely water intercalation into clay grains, has a very different dynamics in LiFh as compared to NaFh.

II. METHODS

A. Clay samples

The Li-fluorohectorite (LiFh) clay mineral used in the experiments was purchased from Corning Inc. and Na-fluorohectorite (NaFh) was obtained from LiFh through a cation exchange process. Both samples have a nominal chemical formula \(\text{M}_{1.2}(\text{Mg}_{4.8}\text{Li}_{1.2})\text{Si}_{8}\text{O}_{20}\text{F}_{4}\), where M is the interlayer cation (Li\(^{+}\) or Na\(^{+}\) in the present case). Note that these fluorohectorites are the same materials as those used in Ref. [19, 24, 39].

B. Transport experiments

Loosely packed powder samples of LiFh and NaFh were placed inside a glass capillary of diameter 1 mm, with both ends open. The capillary prevents macroscopic swelling of the clay samples. The capillary was then mounted in a sample holder, which was connected to an open circuit at each end. To generate humid and dry air the circuits went through a container filled with H\(_2\)O and silica gel, respectively, and a peristaltic pump was used to pump air into the circuits. The relative humidity (RH) measured in each circuit was \(\approx 97\%\) for the H\(_2\)O circuit and \(\approx 0\%\) for the dry circuit. Both ends of the capillary were submitted to the same pressure in order to prevent pressure gradient driven transport (advection or convection), so that the only transport mechanism be diffusion. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup.

The basic tool for experimentally characterizing crystalline swelling is X-ray Diffraction (XRD) [20, 27, 28, 31], which allows monitoring the stepwise change of the (001) \(d\)-spacing as a shift in diffraction peak positions. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of the intercalation dynamics that are presented in section III A were performed at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Source Laboratory (LNLS) at the XRD2 beam line, using a wavelength \(\lambda = 0.155\) nm. The transport experiments (see sections IIIB and onwards) were performed at NTNU (Trondheim, Norway) using an in-house Bruker NanoSTAR X-ray scattering instrument, attached to a Xenox stationary electron impact source with a copper anode, producing K\(_{\alpha}\)-radiation. The scattered intensity was recorded by a two-dimensional multiwire grid Xe gas detector (HI-STAR, Bruker). The beam diameter of the setup is 400 \(\mu\)m and the detectable range of momentum transfer \(q = 2.5 < q < 7.5\) nm\(^{-1}\) (\(q\) is classically defined as \(q = (4\pi/\lambda) \sin \theta\), where \(\theta\) is the scattering angle and \(\lambda\) the wavelength of the X-rays). The relation between \(q\) and the corresponding length scale \(d\) is \(d = 2\pi/q\), which means that the range of investigated length scales is between 0.84 and 2.5 nm. In the diffractograms, the peaks characteristic of diffraction by the one-dimensional periodic structure of the layers are identified. The position of the first order peak, which is also the one with the largest intensity, provides a length scale which is the average \(d\)-spacing of the grains that are present in the scattering volume, that is, the volume of the sample intersected by the X-ray beam.

The two-dimensional detector provides the azimuthal dependence of the diffraction peaks. That dependence can be used to measure the probability density function (PDF) of clay particle orientations in the sample [38]. Using this procedure (data not shown) we have observed that the clay powder is not isotropic in the capillary, but that the PDF of clay particle orientations does not vary along the length of the sample. Hence this anisotropy is not expected to impact the longitudinal water transport in any way.

The samples were first dehydrated by heating for one day in an oven at a temperature of 120 °C. The initial hydration state of the clay particles in the sample was then 0WL (dehydrated sample). At the time considered \(t = 0\) s for the experiment, one end of the sample was connected to the wet circuit and reservoir at RH \(\approx 97\%\), the other remaining connected to the dry air circuit. Details of this procedure can be found in Ref. [37]. The pressure difference between the wet and dry end of the sample was recorded in time and remained negligible during the entire experiment [41].
C. Transport model

In the experiment, H$_2$O diffuses through a porous medium packed in a thin and long glass capillary and measurements are performed at times at which the diffusing H$_2$O molecules remain far from the end of the sample that is in permanent contact with the dry circuit. In order to interpret the data, we can therefore consider a one-dimensional Fickian diffusion process of $W$, the mass density of the diffusing species in the mesoporous space, in a semi-infinite system with $W(x \to \infty, t) = 0$, $x$ and $t$ being the space and time coordinates, respectively. Note that the relative humidity (RH) is the ratio of the partial pressure of the H$_2$O vapor to the equilibrium vapor pressure of H$_2$O. Therefore, it is proportional to the mass density $W(x, t)$ of the diffusing species. The time evolution of $W$ is described by a nonlinear diffusion equation [42] in the form:

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ D(W) \frac{\partial W}{\partial x} \right], \quad (1)$$

where $D(W)$ is the normal Fickian diffusivity (or diffusion coefficient) assumed to be a function of $W$ only.

The humidity reservoir is placed at $x \leq 0$ and imposes $W(0, t) = W_0$ at any time $t > 0$, while at $t = 0$ the sample is perfectly dry. The boundary and initial conditions for the transport process thus read

$$\begin{cases} 
W(x = 0, t) = W_0 & \forall t > 0 \\
W(x \to \infty, t) = 0 & \forall t \\
W(x, t = 0) = 0 & \forall x > 0 
\end{cases} \quad (2)$$

From now on, we choose to consider the function $\Phi = W/W_0$, which also verifies Eq. (2), with boundary conditions

$$\begin{cases} 
\Phi(x = 0, t) = 1 & \forall t > 0 \\
\Phi(x \to \infty, t) = 0 & \forall t \\
\Phi(x, t = 0) = 0 & \forall x > 0 
\end{cases} \quad (3)$$

For such boundary conditions, a classic variable change (Boltzmann’s transformation) [42], $\eta = x/\sqrt{t}$, allows rewriting Eq. (1) as a function of $\eta$ alone:

$$\frac{1}{2} \frac{d\Phi}{d\eta} = \frac{d}{d\eta} \left( \frac{D(\Phi)}{d\eta} \right). \quad (4)$$

The boundary conditions can also be expressed in terms of the single variable $\eta$, for $t > 0$:

$$\Phi(\eta = 0) = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \Phi(\eta \to \infty) = 0. \quad (5)$$

Since Eq. (4) and the initial and boundary conditions of Eq. (5) are functions of $\eta$ alone, the same holds for $\Phi(\eta)$. Consequently, when the profiles are plotted as functions of the scaling variable $\eta$, they are expected to collapse on a single universal curve. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient can then be obtained from the knowledge of the function $\Phi(\eta)$ [42]:

$$D(\Phi) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{d\eta}{d\Phi} \right) \int_0^\Phi \eta(\Phi') d\Phi'. \quad (6)$$

If the diffusion profiles do not collapse, it means that Fickian diffusion is not an appropriate model for the observed vapor transport [43, 44]. In that case a generalization of Eq. (1) is required. One type of anomalous diffusion is characterized by a time evolution of the mean square displacement $\langle (\Delta x)^2 \rangle(t)$ in the following form [44–46]:

$$\langle (\Delta x)^2 \rangle = \frac{2D_\gamma t^\gamma}{\Gamma(1 + \gamma)}, \quad (7)$$

where $0 < \gamma < 1$ (as opposed to $\gamma = 1$ for standard Fickian diffusion). Such anomalous diffusion processes are described by a fractional time diffusion equation:

$$\frac{\partial^\gamma W}{\partial t^\gamma} = \frac{t^{-\gamma}}{\Gamma(1 - \gamma)} W(x, 0) \quad (8)$$

where $\Gamma$ is defined by $\Gamma(y) = \int_0^\infty x^{y-1} e^{-x} dx$ and $\partial^\gamma/\partial t^\gamma$ is the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative operator defined as

$$\frac{\partial^\gamma W(x, t)}{\partial t^\gamma} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(1 - \gamma)} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_0^t W(x, t') \frac{t^\gamma}{(t-t')^\gamma} dt'. \quad (9)$$

Considering the function $\Phi$ as defined above and changing the variables to $u = t'/t$ and $\eta = x/t^{1/2}$, one obtains from Eq. (8) [47, 48]:

$$\frac{1}{\Gamma(1 - \gamma)} \int_0^t \left[ (1 - \gamma) \Phi \left( \frac{\eta}{u^{1/2}} \right) - \frac{\gamma}{2} \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial \eta} \left( \frac{\eta}{u^{1/2}} \right) \right] \frac{du}{(1 - u)^{\gamma}} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \eta} \left( D_\gamma(\Phi) \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial \eta} \right). \quad (10)$$

In this case the scaling of the humidity profiles onto a single master curve still holds provided that the scaling
parameter be defined as $\eta = x/t^{\gamma/2}$.

Defining a new variable $\xi = \eta/u^{\gamma/2}$, the dependence on $\Phi$ of the generalized diffusion coefficient, $D_\gamma(\Phi)$, can also be calculated, from the following expression which generalizes Eq. (6):

$$D_\gamma(\Phi) = \frac{d\eta}{d\Phi} \Gamma(1-\gamma) \int_0^\eta d\eta' \int_{\eta'}^\infty \left( \frac{2}{\gamma} (1-\gamma) \Phi(\xi) - \frac{d\Phi(\xi)}{d\xi} \right) \frac{\left( \frac{\eta'}{\xi} \right)^{\frac{2}{\gamma}}}{\left( 1 - \left( \frac{\eta'}{\xi} \right)^{\frac{2}{\gamma}} \right)^\gamma} d\xi.$$  

(11)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. From intercalation state to relative humidity profiles

The relative humidity (RH) inside the mesoporous space of the sample in the vicinity of the mineral grains that are contained in the X-ray scattering volume can be estimated from a fine measurement of the average $d$-spacing for those grains. In order to know how the interlayer spacing and RH are related, we have performed a separate quasi-static calibration experiment, in which a small volume of sample is exposed to precisely controlled relative humidity under conditions otherwise identical to those in the transport experiment, in particular at the same temperature. In this quasi-static experiment, the humidity is raised in steps, and the $d$-spacing is given time to equilibrate between RH steps. The details of the procedure are given in refs. [18, 39]. The X-ray diffractograms recorded for each type of stable hydration states are given in Fig. 2a for NaFh and Fig. 2b LiFh.

The $d(RH)$ relationship shown in Fig. 2c (respectively, 2d) is obtained by measuring the position $q_c$ of each Bragg peak in the plots of Fig. 2a (respectively, 2b) as a function of RH. For NaFh the stable hydration states are 0, 1 and 2 WL, while for LiFh the stable hydration states are 0, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 WL. The stable hydration states correspond to the plateaus, while the sharp increases between them denote the hydration transitions. The inset shows a zoom of the 1WL region for both samples.

FIG. 2. X-ray diffractograms recorded for the stable hydration states of (a) NaFh and (b) LiFh. For NaFh the stable hydration states are 0, 1 and 2 WL, while for LiFh the stable hydration states are 0, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 WL. (c) $d$-spacing as a function of RH for (c) NaFh and (d) LiFh. The stable hydration states correspond to the plateaus, while the sharp increases between them denote the hydration transitions. The inset shows a zoom of the 1WL region for both samples.
function of RH and using the relation \( d_c = 2\pi/q_c \). The plateaus shown in Figure 2(c–d) then correspond to the various hydration states. The number of intercalated water molecules increases with RH [18, 32]. In particular, the plateaus are not strictly horizontal; rather they exhibit a slow monotonically increasing dependence on RH, which can be measured with a resolution of 0.1 Å or better. For NaFh three hydrodynamically-stable hydration states are reported: \( \approx 1.0 \text{ nm} \), \( \approx 1.2 \text{ nm} \) and \( \approx 1.5 \text{ nm} \), denoted zero \( H_2O \) layer (0WL), one \( H_2O \) layer (1WL) and two \( H_2O \) layers (2WL) respectively [19, 27, 28, 32, 39]. Similarly, LiFh exhibits the 0WL, 1WL, and 2WL hydration states, but also an additional state at \( \approx 1.4 \) nm, the so-called one-and-a-half \( H_2O \) layer (1.5WL) in-between the 1WL and 2WL states, as well as another state at \( \approx 1.9 \) nm, the 3WL hydration state. The \( d \)-spacing can change significantly due to hysteresis behavior, depending on whether the material is being hydrated or dehydrated [28, 39]. Since in the present work the material is only hydrating, the hysteresis effect is not relevant.

In order to measure the time scale of the intercalation of \( H_2O \) into the NaFh and LiFh samples, the growth of the Bragg peak corresponding to the 1WL hydration state was recorded as a function of time. Fig. 3) shows the time evolution of the intensity, normalized to the saturation value, of the 1WL peak for LiFh and NaFh. For LiFh the transition to 1WL starts at RH < 1% and stabilizes within \( t \approx 1 \) h, while for NaFh the expansion is initiated at RH > 20% and stabilizes after \( t \approx 6 \) h. As observed, intercalation of \( H_2O \) into LiFh is faster and occurs at RH conditions much lower than for the intercalation of \( H_2O \) into NaFh.

B. Spatio-temporal evolution of the \( d \)-spacings

The \( d \)-spacings of NaFh and LiFh are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of time during the transport experiments, for all measurement positions along the capillary. The measurement positions are 1, 2, 3, \( \cdots \), 19 mm, but for the sake of clarity only plots corresponding to measurement positions described by odd numbers are shown with symbols linked by a continuous line, and mentioned in the legend. Plots corresponding to measurement positions described by even numbers are only shown as dotted lines. Each of the plateaus observed in Fig. 4 corresponds to a hydration state and the transitions between hydration states are observed to behave in a stepwise manner, as explained in section I and observed as a function of relative humidity in Fig. 2(c/d).

C. Relative Humidity profiles

The relative humidity \( RH_x(t) \) was computed from \( d_x(t) \) using the calibration data obtained in the separate equilibration hydration experiment, as explained above in section IIIA. This procedure was found to be satisfactory since \( H_2O \) vapor transport in clay minerals is rather slow (\( \sim \text{cm/days} \)) while the \( d \)-spacing was seen to stabilize much faster when varying the RH. The results of the conversion, i.e., the time evolution of the relative humidity as a function of time for the various longitudinal positions at which it was recorded, are shown in Fig. 5. The humidity profiles in Fig. 5 have a shape characteristic of a diffusion process. The \( x = 0 \) represents the side close to the \( H_2O \) vapor reservoir. The lowest curve in the plots corresponds to the beginning of the experiment \( (t = 0) \) and the others have been recorded with a 3 h time interval, up to \( t = 80 \) h. Each curve was fitted by a smoothing spline function, shown as a line in the figure. For the sake of clarity, the data corresponding to measurement positions described by odd numbers are shown as symbols, with fitting curves shown as solid lines, while for measurement positions described by even numbers only the fitted curve is shown, as a dotted line.

These fitted spline functions were then used to construct the spatial variation \( RH_x(x) \) of the RH, at any given recording time \( t \), from the time-dependent data \( RH_x(t) \). The results are shown in Fig. 6. The spatial humidity profiles in Fig. 6 have a shape characteristic of a diffusion process. \( x = 0 \) represents the side close to the \( H_2O \) vapor reservoir. The lowest curve in the plots corresponds to the beginning of the experiment \( (t = 0) \) and the others correspond to times regularly spaced, with a 3 h time interval, up to \( t = 80 \) h. For the sake of clarity, only plots corresponding to measurement times that are a multiple of 9 h are shown with symbols; the others are shown as dotted lines and not referenced in the legend of the figure.

FIG. 3. Normalized intensity of the Bragg peak corresponding to the 1WL region during the hydration transition from 0WL to 1WL.
FIG. 4. \(d\)-spacing as a function of time for 19 spatial coordinates along the quasi one-dimensional sample. The positions are separated by 1.0 mm and the distance is measured from the humid end of the sample. For the sake of clarity, the plots corresponding to measurement positions described by even numbers (namely, 2, 4, 6, \ldots, 18 mm) are only shown as dotted lines and not referenced in the legend.

D. Collapse of humidity profiles

The spatial humidity profiles of Fig. 6 are plotted in Fig. 7a and 7b as a function of the scaling parameter \(\eta = x/t^{\gamma/2}\), with \(\gamma = 1\). For NaFh the collapse of the curve with \(\gamma = 1.00 \pm 0.02\) is satisfactory. It is the \(\gamma\) value that best collapses the NaFh data on a master curve (Figure 7a), which shows that, within experimental resolution, \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) transport through NaFh is a normal (Fickian) diffusion process. For LiFh however, no good collapse of the humidity profiles can be achieved with \(\gamma = 1\) (Figure 7b). This indicates that the transport process cannot be described by normal diffusion. For LiFh the best collapse in this particular experiment is obtained for \(\gamma = 0.67 \pm 0.02\), shown in Figure 7c. It is characteristic of a significantly subdiffusive process, hence there is a fundamental difference between NaFh and LiFh when it comes to diffusive \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) vapor transport.

E. Dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the relative humidity

From the collapsed plots of Fig. 7, we define a single master curve. To discriminate local fluctuations of the derivatives arising from experimental uncertainties we fit that master curve with an analogous formula of the form

\[
\Phi(\eta) = \frac{1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{x - \eta_0}{a n} \right)}{1 + \left( \frac{x}{\eta_0} \right)^n},
\]

where \(\eta_0\), \(a\) and \(n\) are fitting parameters. A reciprocal relationship \(\eta(\Phi)\), defined on the range between 0 and 1, is then obtained numerically from the analytical formula (12). From this relationship we compute numerically the dependence \(D(\Phi)\) of the dispersion coefficient on the normalized relative humidity for NaFh, using Eq. (6). Similarly, \(D(\Phi)\) for LiFh is obtained from the functional
forms of both $\eta(\Phi)$ and $\Phi(\eta)$ using Eq. (11). The results for NaFh and LiFh are shown in Fig. 8a and 8b, respectively. Note that the values are approximately four orders of magnitudes smaller than the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air ($2.82 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$) [49], which is expected due to the confinement of the water molecules in the porosity of the medium.

F. Scaling of the intercalation front position with time

Since $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ transport in NaFh is described by a normal effective longitudinal diffusion (previously observed by Hemmen et al. [39]), the advancement of the intercalation front (1WL to 2WL) is expected to scale as $\sqrt{t}$ [39]. This advancement of the intercalation front $\Delta x_{\text{front}}$ is the position at which the humidity is sufficiently large to make the system undergo a transition between the dehydrated state to the monohydrated state. Thus, the humidity value for the intercalation front is $\text{RH} = 21\%$ for NaFh and $\text{RH} = 1\%$ for LiFh, as shown in Fig. 3. The time evolution of $x_{\text{front}} = \Delta x(W = 21\%)$ for NaFh is shown in Fig. 9a and does indeed scale as $\sqrt{t}$. For LiFh the front position is $x_{\text{front}} = (\Delta x)^{1/\gamma}(W = 21\%)$ and its expected scaling is in the anomalous form $\gamma^{1/\gamma}$ with $\gamma = 0.67$, which is verified by the data in Fig. 9b. These results are in fact expected from the collapses in Fig. 7a and 7c, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Mechanisms at play vs. effective 1D transport model

We have studied the one-dimensional (1D) transport of moisture through an initially dry smectite clay powder. In addition to the diffusion of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules in gas phase through mesopores, the microscopic transport mechanisms at play can involve surface diffusion, associated with $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ adsorbed on the surface of pore walls, or possibly the formation of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ micro-droplets due to condensation of vapor in parts of the system [50, 51]. In the latter case, the vapor pressure difference between both sides of an $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ droplet can lead to evaporation at one end and condensation at the other end. As explained in the introduction, these processes taking place in the mesoporous space are coupled to the intercalation of water molecules into the nanoporous space. During this intercalating process, not only are $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules removed from the mesoporous environment, but they also increase the clay particles’ thickness. As the macroscopic swelling of the samples is prevented in our experimental setup, water intercalation into the nanopores results in a decrease of the mesoporous space available to the transported $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules: the nano- and meso-scales are thus highly inter coupled [52]. Hence, these two effects, trapping by intercalation, and its associated mesoporous space reduction, mostly control the nature of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ transport through the smectite clays. The swelling is also accompanied by the separation of clay grains into grains containing less clay platelets. That is, the average thickness of, or equivalently, the number of clay platelets contained in, a clay particle, decreases when the hydration state is changed to a more hydrated configuration (see appendix B).

In order to assess the Fickian vs. anomalous nature of the mesoporous 1D transport through the medium, we have used a diffusion model involving an exponent $\gamma$ characteristic of the anomalousness of the transport, and a diffusion coefficient, $D_\gamma$, that is a function of the local $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ vapor concentration only. This effective description encompasses all the mechanisms presented above, combined with the constraint of mass conservation and Fick’s law for $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules in the gas phase, as well as the particular geometry of the medium (powder of anisotropic clay particles in the present case, see section II B). How the dynamics of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ intercalation into the clay particles controls the 1D mesoporous diffusive process can be understood along the following lines. At a given time and
FIG. 7. $RH$ plotted as a function of the scaling parameter $\eta = x/t^{\gamma/2}$, where for (a) NaFh $\gamma = 1$. (b) For LiFh, $\gamma = 1$ does not collapse the humidity profiles. (c) Humidity profiles of LiFh collapsed with $\gamma = 0.67 \pm 0.02$, which is characteristic of a subdiffusive transport process.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the relative humidity normalized by its value at the boundary with the wet reservoir. For NaFh (a), the plot corresponds to the relation of Eq. (6) while for LiFh (b), it corresponds to that of Eq. (11), which could be fitted with an exponential function (red curve) on most of the $\Phi$ range.

B. Why different behaviors for NaFh and LiFh?

Complex interactions between the diffusing species and the medium components generally lead to non-Markovian subdiffusive behavior [47, 53–55]. This is indeed what we observe for LiFh, but not for NaFh. One important factor in this context is that LiFh particles expand $\approx 20\%$ more than NaFh particles along the $d$-spacing direction (see Fig. 4). In the light of the arguments presented in section IV A above, LiFh particle swelling may well enhance mesoporous diffusion where it occurs, while NaFh particle swelling may act in the opposite direction. It is however likely that more dynamic effects such as the difference in intercalation dynamics play a role in the difference between the $D(W)$ curves for NaFh and LiFh. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that the LiFh powder adsorbs H$_2$O approximately 6 times faster than the NaFh powder, and at lower humidity values.
C. Independence of $\gamma$ and the functional form of $D_\gamma(\Phi)$ from the hydration state

Since the swelling of the clay particles reduces the permeability of the mesoporous space, one may have expected the effective diffusion process to depend on the hydration state. In particular, the generalized Boltzmann-Matano analysis presented in section II C can be performed separately on the experimental data corresponding to each hydration state of the considered clay material. It turns out that doing so yields values of the exponent $\gamma$, for all hydration states, that are not very different from the value obtained from a global collapse, as presented above. Considering that such collapses, performed over a small portion of the RH spatial profiles, are prone to a larger uncertainty than a collapse over the entire range of relative humidities, we have concluded that a diffusive transport process controlled by a single global exponent $\gamma$ is the theoretical description that is best suited to our data. Consequently, the functional form of $D_\gamma(\Phi)$, given by Eq. (11) is the same for all hydration states.

D. Is the value of $\gamma$ universal?

Interestingly, the exponent $\gamma$ measured in zeolites is not universal but depends on the sample preparation (in particular, thermal) history [47]. Similar conclusions regarding the experimental history was reported in a work on the synthetic smectite laponite [56]. Memory effects are incorporated in the value of the fractional exponent $\gamma$, and for zeolites this has been reported to become all the more important as the value of $\gamma$ is smaller [47].

Here, for LiFh and for an initial condition RH $\approx 63\%$ at the humid side (data not shown here), we found an exponent value of $\gamma = 0.33$, to be compared to the exponent 0.67 reported in section IIID. This indicates that the exponent value for LiFh is not universal and could be influenced by the sample preparation history or different boundary conditions. As pointed by Neaman et al [57], the different procedures of compression, heating and hydration affect the textural properties of the clay mineral system. However, due to the strong and fast interaction between the diffusing species and the medium, we expect transport to always be anomalous for LiFh. In contrast, the NaFh sample studied here was pre-heated to 120°C until dehydrated, and this resulted in normal diffusion transport with $\gamma = 1$. Hemmen et al. obtained approximately the same value for $\gamma$ in a similar NaFh system at 15°C, which was initially in the 1WL hydration state [39]. This result suggests that sample preparation history in NaFh has little effect on the water vapor transport through the mesopores.

E. Behavior of $D_\gamma(\Phi)$

Fig. 8 shows the $D_\gamma(\Phi)$ (with $\Phi = W/W_0$) relationships calculated from the measured humidity profiles, for NaFh and LiFh. For NaFh the relationship increases continuously with $\Phi$ at low humidity values, goes through a maximum around $\Phi \approx 0.36$, and decreases continuously at humidity values larger than the maximum value. This is due to the preference of Na-smectites for the expanded hydrated states [58]. For LiFh, on the contrary, the relationship is mostly continuously increasing, with the exception of very small relative humidity values. For $\Phi > 0.3$ this can be fitted with an empirical exponential function of the form $D_\gamma(\Phi) = D_\gamma^{(0)} \exp(\alpha \Phi)$ with $D_\gamma^{(0)} = (1.33 \pm 0.05) \cdot 10^{-10}$ m$^2$/s$^{0.67}$ and $\alpha = 5.55 \pm 0.04$. 

FIG. 9. Position of the intercalation front from 0WL to 1WL as a function of time. For NaFh (a) the position of the front is proportional to $\sqrt{t}$ (represented as the solid lines), as expected from normal diffusion. For LiFh (b) the same scaling holds for $x_{\text{front}}$. 

$$\Delta x^2 = 52.0 - 1.1 \times 10^3$$

$$\Delta x^{2/\gamma} = (3.7 \cdot 10^3) - 4.0 \times 10^4$$
Similar exponential behaviors of $D_{c}(W)$ have been observed in other systems [59], in particular in a study of water transport through zeolite powders. [47].

F. Practical consequences and applicability to natural environments

The results of this study have important practical consequences for subsurface applications of clay minerals such as caprock for the storage of CO$_2$ or containment material for nuclear waste. Let us for example consider the advancement of the swelling front shown in Fig. 9, and assume a 1 m length of our clay material; the time for H$_2$O molecules to diffuse through it would be approximately 2.2 years for NaFh and 28 years for LiFh. Hence, the sensitivity of the mesoporous transport to the nature of the intercalated cation results in a one order of magnitude difference in the time needed for water molecules to penetrate 1 meter of the clay material. This is mostly due to the difference in the exponent $\gamma$.

Note that in real applications the material would be much more compacted. Because of this, and due to the slight hydrophobicity of the lateral surface of fluorohectorite crystallites [31] as compared to natural, non-fluorinated, clays, the present results cannot be directly translated into predictions of diffusive transport times in clayey material used to confine nuclear waste, for example. However, since the hydration dynamics of hydroxylated hectorites is faster than that of fluorohectorite, and since they incorporate more water in the interlayer space of the clay grains [31], we expect the mechanism responsible for anomalous mesoporous transport to be even more efficient in natural smectite clays, for the same given intercalated cation.

V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

The mechanism responsible for anomalous transport in this system is reminiscent of retardation mechanisms known for other types of subsurface media in which, as mentioned in the introduction, the transported species are partitioned between a mobile phase and an immobile phase interacting with each other. However the present retardation mechanism is novel since it differs from the trapping mechanisms classically encountered in hydrological systems in at least two aspects: It involves (i) a nano-scale trapping mechanism (the intercalation), rather than a mechanism involving molecular diffusion at the hydrodynamic scale, and (ii) a feedback effect of the local concentration of the diffusing species on the porosity and permeability of the mesoporous space through which it is transported, due to intercalation-triggered particle swelling. The resulting mesoporous transport is Fickian for NaFh but markedly subdiffusive for LiFh. Mobile-immobile models yield subdiffusive transport of the mobile phase when the exchange (i.e., trapping) mechanism between the two phases involves a power law distribution of the trapping times [10, 11]; the associated deterministic description is then a fractional (advection-)diffusion equation [9]. One interesting prospect of this study would thus be to characterize trapping time distributions in the nano-layered clay grains. Molecular diffusion numerical simulations would be the appropriate tool (see e.g. [60]), but, to the best of our knowledge, no such study has ever addressed trapping time distributions. Note however that while such a power law distribution of waiting times could be responsible for part of the observed anomalous behavior, the feedback effect (ii) on porosity and permeability also plays a role, as the dependence of the $\gamma$ value on the sample preparation history, discussed above, cannot be explained by the properties of the nanoscale trapping mechanism alone.

Appendix A: Values of diffusion coefficients for water in the nanopores of smectite clays and in air

There is to our knowledge no data available for the diffusion coefficient of any molecule or ion in the interlamellar ( nanoporous) space of fluorohectorite. But such values exist for montmorillonite, which is the natural clay that is the most similar to fluorohectorite. A compilation from Refs. [25, 60–62] of values for the diffusion coefficients of water in the nanopores of montmorillonite clays under three hydration states (1WL, 2WL and 3WL) is given in Table I.

For comparison, the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air has been reported between $2.0 \cdot 10^{-5}$ and $2.5 \cdot 10^{-4}$ m$^2$/s at 20 to 21°C and under relative humidities of 48% and 62% [63].

Appendix B: Dependence of the clay particle thickness on the hydration state

In Fig. 10 we show the dependence of the clay particles’ thickness on the hydration state, computed from Scherrer’s equation [64]: for NaFh the number of clay planes are approximately 41 for 0WL, 28 for 1WL, and 21 for 2WL, while LiFh goes from 31 planes at 0WL to 13 at 3WL.
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TABLE I. Diffusion coefficients in the interlayer space (nanopores) of montmorillonite clays with either Li\(^+\) or Na\(^+\) as the intercalated cation, for the three possible hydration states. The values given for measurements by quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and predictions based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are those reported by Chang et al. [61], except when a reference is explicitly given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of clay and hydration state</th>
<th>Li-montmorillonite</th>
<th>Na-montmorillonite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1WL</td>
<td>2WL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3WL</td>
<td>1 WL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 WL</td>
<td>3 WL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QENS measurements (m(^2)/s)</td>
<td>(0.5 \text{ to } 4 \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>((2.6 \text{ to } 7.0 \times 10^{-10})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD predictions (m(^2)/s)</td>
<td>(1.3 \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>(4.5 \times 10^{-10})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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